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About This Game

It is an Action RPG.
If you like this kind of RPG, you may enjoy this game.

Main concept of this game is gaining experience and leveling up in order to destroy the final boss.
Critical point is that you should do your best during the game because this will facilitate the final fight!

Features:
1) Stats (Agility, Strength, Vitality...)

2) Bosses
3) Quest & Main Quests

4) Economics
5) Detailed Fight Mechanics
6) 200+ Upgradable Items

7) 3 Different Class (Warrior, Archer, Magician)
8) Musics unique for the game

9) Styles
10) Maps like dungeons

11) 2 Main, 10 Normal Skills

Team
Composer (Theme Music): Arda Özmen
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Created by Onur Gölgedar
Tester: Batuhan Baran Karaağaçlı

Graphics Designer: Onur Gölgedar
Graphics Designer: Taylan Gökkaya

Graphics Designer: Hakan Göksu
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Title: Guardian's Oath
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Nodamex
Publisher:
NDMX Game Studios
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Most modern x86 CPUs supported

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

English,Turkish
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Bought Battlestations: Midway and Pacific for 1.74

Tots worth. A bad Battlefield clone that somehow managed to make everything it copied worse. Drone mechanics were the only
interesting thing and even then nowhere near worthwhile.

Single Player isn't worth♥♥♥♥♥♥either.. Meh... Just not for me I guess.. I bought this a couple days ago not even realizing it
came out on the 14th keeping in mind that I played the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of the first one. Chances are, I'm gonna play
the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of this one too. I just beat the final boss and do I have some things to say about it.

First off, if you're played the first one on the PC and you buy the second one on the PC, this game does something I love with
any sequel to any game: MONEY TRANSFER! That's right! If you played the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of the first one like I did and you
got a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of cash, that cash transfers over. Just the way I like it.

To be hoenst, I had no idea how they were even going to approach this game until I started playing since season two only had
thirteen episodes. It took me by surprise and you get to make your own character who enters into the Survey Corps at the same
time Eren and the rest do. The only downside to this is (for me at least) you only play as that character for the entire game. I was
kinda looking forward to playing as Ymir when she transforms into a Titan, but I can forgive it because I know there would've
been way too many character shifts if they did it like the first game.

Speaking of which, this means you go through the Battle of Trost again and fight the Female Titan again. This seems a little
repeatitive to me, but I'm not going to say no to swinging around and slaying more Titans. That's why I played the♥♥♥♥♥♥out
of the first one in the first place.

There are some major gameplay differences between this one and the first one. They changed the controls for the better. A lot
of people complained about the controls in the first one, but I never found it to be a problem for the most part. But, wow, the
change sure is a good change. It's a big changer of how you play the game. I was pretty fast with the controls in the first game. I
think my fastest record for a mission complete is five minutes in the first one. Now, with these controls, I've only gotten faster.
And speed is important in this game. Much like the first one, depending on how fast you do anything will determine whether
you live or die. There have been plenty of times in the first game where I tried to do something (like get into a better position to
attack a Titan) and I ended up getting snatched by some other Titan. Now, with these fixed controls, I don't run into the problem
as often. Now they added in this Sneak Attack mechanic, but I could never figure out how to use it. I just stuck to traditional
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hacking and slashing.

If you've played the first one, you know that they tried to throw in a leveling system. The leveling system to me was really
confusing in that game. They changed that too. You see, leveling in this game allows you to equip certain skills to your
character. You get these skills by making friends with the characters around you. Some people have called this complicated, but
I did not have any problems. I always found myself talking to as many people as I could anyways.

Now, speaking about repetitiveness, they reused a lot of the same assets (including the maps) in this game and put in a lot of
new ones. This is fine for me considering that it's retelling the story from the first game in a new perspective. What's interesting
is that they used some of the same music recordings from the first game. That's a first for me. But, they picked some good ones.

If you liked the first one, you're probably going to like this one. If you like games based on anime, I'd recommend this one. I'm
just curious of how they're going to do the next one since Season 3 is suppose to have, like, 73 episodes.. I love the mechanic of
SiNKR and the peaceful time you can have in the game. The graphics is not really AAA, but hey - it's indie! A solid piece for
every puzzle lover!. It could have beeen a good game, but the timer is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. this game
is litty bruh. I was playing this on my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665computer that would lag the whole time but i still
had a great experience playing.. tl;dr - This game plays exactly like a game from the late 80s. Start out pathetically weak with no
armor or weapons to speak of and pray to the RNG gods your entire party isnt 1-shotted. You're going to have to grind for gold
and XP before you can even think about going and doing anything. Nice hand drawn art, minimal stereotypical sound, and some
weird UI choices. Its not terrible, but it's not great either. Besides the cool images during conversation scenes, theres not muct to
set it apart from the crowd. If it had come out in 1989, it'd be great, but modern grid-dungeons have come a long way since
then. I'm only recommending it for hardcore fans of the genre who like games like the early Wizardrys where theres a lot of
RNG luck and grinding just to stay alive.

__________________________________________________________

This is an true-to-the-late-80s turn based dungeon crawler with interesting hand drawn graphics. The graphics are rendered in
great detail, with plot scenes being shown with static full screen brightly colored comic book-style art.

 When I say "true to the late 80s", I mean it. Unlike many other games that took what was great about that era's RPGs and left
the rest, Underworld really makes you feel like you're playing a game created in 1990 but with a unique art style.

Your characters start out pitifully weak with nothing but an extremely low level melee and ranged weapon. No armor, no gold,
One slap of the RNG god and you're going down to a random encounter due to how pathetic your characters are- one hit
knockdowns are the norm until you reach level 2 and\/or get some better armor and even at level 2 they're very common.

Fortunately theres an "unconciousness" state that incapacitates a char before death, but one hit while in that state and its off to
the temple to pay a fee for res. To get even semi-decent, you're going to have to run around town grinding random encounters
for gold to get your chars even marginally equipped. I feel like I'm playing the early Wizardrys here. Did I mention how much I
*hate* grinding? I did way too much of it in the actual 80s, I guess. There's a reason many RPGs dont have grinding anymore,
its not fun to most people. Fortunately, there is an item repeatably dropped by a certain random enemy type you can trade to the
guard blocking the catacombs for 100g and 20xp. Unfortunately, you have to run all over hells half acre trying to encounter that
specific enemy type. Oh, and you can't just level, you have to train which costs gold. And it takes a *lot* of XP to level, but all
you get out of it is 3 skill points.

Theres a mini-map in the corner (thank god), and apparently a larger world map that has places of interest marked. I still like
making notations on maps - guess it comes from my graph paper and pencil days. Still, the minimap is nice - no graph paper
needed. Once you get yourself equipped, you can head off to the catacombs and continue the plot, which revolves around a giant
demon somehow being released and taunting the party when you leave the inn. Of course you are told by someone that your
party has a great fate, which is, of course, to try and stop the demon.

Theres also sidequests. I'm currently doing a fetch quest at level 2. Level 2 seems to be a bit easier, not so many one hit
knockouts. If this game progresses like most of the 80s games, you should get strong enough that the grinding isn't as required
once you're out of the early game, but its still annoying and not a good start to the game.
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The UI has some weirdness. Like most games of this style theres a bunch of quick icons on the HUD (char sheet, rest, system
etc). I find it odd however, that in order to cast a spell you must go to the spellcaster's char sheet, then hit enter, then select the
spell, but theres a quickbar icon for the tutorial. Which is a player going to use more? The tutorial, or the spellbook? But yet
theres no quickbar "cast spell" icon?

Also, to pick a locked door, you must bump into the door, which flashes "locked" on the screen. Then you must select the
"unlock" icon. If you fail the picking, instead of just hitting unlock again, you have to bump into the door, get the "locked"
message, then hit "u" or click the "unlock" icon all over again.
For some unknown reason, when you fail picking a lock, it makes the same sound as the noise of someone going unconcious in
combat. Which sounds like a punch\/swing, and then a thud like someone getting hit and dropping to the ground. When you fail
to pick a lock. Why? The first time I heard it, I thought there was a trap that went off. But no, thats just the noise it makes. The
sound of succeeding to pick a lock is what youd expect, a metallic tumbler shifting and *click*. So why the weird fail sound?

Speaking of sounds, they are minimal at best. Theres a nice bird sound when you're in town. However, it plays even in areas that
would be considered "inside". The rest is just the typical grunts, clangs, swoosh, growls and so on that are standard in RPGs.
Nothing like that cool weird chant the brigands made in Wizardry 6.

Overall, Underworld is just OK. If you're a fan of the genre, its worth picking up ON SALE. But I hope you like grinding.. Fun
little indy game where you destroy buildings in many halerious ways by using the human's own cars to fly straight into explosive
containers and buildings. Perfect for the casual gamer or if you just want to have fun blowing crap up.
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I'd really like to write a review for this game - I thought quite long on making a list of pros and cons, things I liked, how much
deep this game is... truth is, if you don't really open your mind and do your best to understand all the ideas and concepts behind
this game, all the philosophy, all the poetry, this game to you will look like a "Nice indie for 5-6$".

For me it is priceless.
Literally, I spent 15€, would pay 100€, will never pay enough. So I'll try to make you understand why you can't live without
buying this game with simple sentences and facts.

Your brain before the game -> . Your brain after the game -> O
Your happiness before the game -> . Your happiness after the game -> O
Your fears before the game -> O Your fears after the game ->

This game is all about the deepest form of philosophy and poetry, and you'll never get the tiniest fraction of it if you don't
understand and enjoy it. I literally red dozens and dozens of time reading every single dialogue, poem, enjoying the setting,
loving the characters. I've never seen myself so reflected in every aspect of the game - but that's exactly the point of it: you, me,
everything, nothing, all of it exist, all of it doesn't, all of it is reality and illusion.
Believe me, I'm not some kind of hipster who decant the poetry of a♥♥♥♥♥♥on a sidewalk. I'm an artist myself, so maybe it's
because of that, that I can recognize a good piece of art. And "This Strange Realm Of Mine" is a masterpiece.

I really can't explain this game, I watched a little piece of gameplay and the trailers and I had a good feeling about it, I made
myself an idea about it and about what it was about (sorry for the "about" load), but when I played it, my mind was ♥♥♥♥ing
blown. I'd really like to meet the developers, because this game is so innovative, original, successfull in every aspect, that not
only it's clearly made by great, great artists, but it's so full of deepness, that these persons are also clearly so sensible, intelligent,
beautiful, and I admire them so much. I love them, honestly.

I swear, I was in a bad, bad period of my life. I woke up angry. I lived my day angry. I went to sleep angry. I even dreamt angry,
I suppose. This night I stopped playing the game at 3.30AM, I wanted to finish it but I did it this morning because it was so
badly late (actually, it was almost completed). Then I went to bathroom because I had a bad case of diarrhea. A wasp then came
in my room buzzing on my face and I literally spent one hour playing peek-a-boo with her, and she won. It's now late morning
and I still don't know where she hide. I didn't get angry at all. I slept well, and I dreamt about my grandma, one of my brothers
and Rat (you'll know her inside the game, absolutely my favourite character), all together near a dark sea (I'm afraid of the sea)
in a car trip, with savage shores, red menacing light, sickness, dangers. I'm not going to tell about it completely - also because
my dreams are sooo complex and their logic is truly distant from the one we experience when we're awake. But I love that
dream, even if it wasn't perfect in its content and events.

That is what the game is about. I feel so good now. My mind is more open than ever. I've played a beautiful piece of art. And all
of that for 15 ♥♥♥♥ing euros. I don't even know if and when I would have felt better if I hadn't played it.

Anyway, you're maybe interested in a more pragmatic review, even if, as I already said, you're not going to get anything from
the game if you don't open your mind and you don't think about its content.
In that case, here the great and respected "pros&cons" list for you:

CONS

- A couple (literally) of typo
- Nothing else. Really, I haven't encountered problems/bugs/disappointments of any kind within this game

PROS

- There's not A LOT of shooting, but when there is, it's funny
- Puzzles and challenges aren't too hard, but I liked them, they weren't always too simple, and their difficulty match with the
type of content and message the game wants to bring. This is not a "4 hardcore gamerz" game, absolutely. It's not what's the
game is about.
- I loved the graphic. Simple, sometimes a little bit "clumsy" (it's pretty clear it depends on the experience of the developers, so
nothing to say about it), but really pleasing and with appreciated artistic choices. Very very atsmospheric
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- If you make the gesture of shooting yourself when you hear the word "poetry", you'll enjoy it anyway. Believe me, I am one of
these.
- The characters are great. You'll miss them, seriously.
- Rat new waifu forever. Never thought some sort of punk rat (literally) could become a waifu (I'm not even a waifu guy), but I
just fell in love with her poetry. So I suppose, irl, I fell in love with whoever wrote it. I'm actually heterosexual, but it's
interesting seeing the sex barrier coming down and realizing I could really ♥♥♥♥ing kiss the guy who wrote these poems. Oh
well, anyway I think Rat's pretty cute and has lovely, sweet eyes.
- The gameplay is so original, unique, varied. Experimental gameplays often ♥♥♥♥s up, that's a fact. Indie games are generally
more content-aware also because of the inability to have a AAA graphic, and that they're generally more inspired, and aren't
made in the "We-must-sell" viewpoint. And sometimes they go terribly wrong. This game goes terribly right.
- The game is a unique experience. You really should try.
- Almost forgot, beautiful music. Really loved it, seriously.
- The game will blow up your mind. I'm incredibly open minded, believe me, and I really think a lot (too much maybe, you'll see
a big piece of myself inside Brave, another character you'll like and reflect with), and I'm also pretty intelligent, but that game
brang me conclusions and ideas I really never thought of. Amazing.
- It' worth your ♥♥♥♥ing 15€/20$ whatever it is. Art is priceless, most of all in its purest forms. Being an artist myself, I put a
price on my work, based on experience, fame, skill, complexity... truth is, conceptually art still priceless. And this game is
100%.
- Believe me, if you LIVE this game, it'll make you happy. It'll help you a lot. But this depends on you.
- Big replayability (hope I've written this one correctly). I expected (also from a review saying literally "Choices matter") that
the game would have multiple endings. But I did not expect it had so much endings (you'll see how much they are at the end of
the game, I finished it only one time until now). The idea of playing and playing again is a big part of the game, and also the fact
that you don't know how to go toward and ending or another. And that's the best part: every action, every decision is literally
judged in a "verdict" you'll read at the end of the game. But most of the times you won't know exactly when these actions took
place or what you did wrong/right. And you're not even obliged to read the verdict. This game is just so amazing in every aspect.
But as I said, you have to play it to understand.

FINAL THOUGHTS

For once, I won't be rambling.
The game's great. The concept's great. The gameplay's great. Everything is so original and unique. This truly is art.

Thank you to everyone who partecipated to this project, thank you for bringing this beautiful piece of art to us and sharing it. It
was a beautiful journey, it helped me a lot, it inspired me so much, it opened my mind even further, it brang new amazing ideas
and concepts to my life.

Thank you.

P.s. for the developers: I'm looking for you on Artstation, or at least DA. You gained a huge follower. Thanks one more time for
This Strange Realm Of Mine.

EDIT: The developer (yes, he's just ONE guy) is so cute that he shared this review on his blog, that I found and started to follow
shortly after having written this review. Love you man, I wish you great things!. how did this even happen. For the price I
figured it couldn't be so bad that it'd be a complete waste of money, but unfortunately I was wrong. I made the mistake of
looking at the images and description of the game and seeing perhaps a newer version of SimEarth or something similar, and as
I love simulation games figured "what the heck".

Lesson learned, always scroll down to the reviews. Absolutely would have avoided this if I had, as everything that was pointed
out in the first few I ran into almost immediately.

Oil rigs are the first things you build, in order to unlock oil tanks, then refineries, etc. You have to build one of each building to
get to the next level, although solar farms appear to unlock but you can't actually build them (bug?) without perhaps building gas
plants first (which I refuse to do based on the "VERY HIGH" level of pollution).

Oil rigs have a low level of pollution, yet within minutes the ground is brown and trees are dying, and even planting a medium
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tree or two (which more than take up the tiny amount of profit from the rig) makes no difference that I saw. Clearly something
that's "VERY HIGH" or in the case of the nuclear plant "VERY VERY HIGH" would just obliterate my map in seconds, right?

The correct strategy is to build a number of cheap solar plants, then stack the rest of the map with power storage facilities. No
roads, no trees, just stack them. This gives you the maximum amount of profit, and then Alt-Tab for 15 or 20 minutes and you
win!

Clearly this is less a game and more of a propaganda piece, as no matter what you can't actually win by using polluting types of
profit, since cost of trees offsets the profits and without that you get worms and meteors up
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. An interesting approach due to the lack of war units. farming simulators are popular
right now so, building irrigation rows is also a quite entertaining task.

. Before even starting the program, I'm already getting a "No" feeling.

Just read this:
BY INSTALLING THE ESEA CLIENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT THE MONITORING, INSPECTING,
COLLECTING AND REPORTING OF INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR COMPUTER AND ITS USE IS
NECESSARY TO PROVIDING A CHEAT-FREE ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL ESEA CLIENT USERS. YOUR USE OF
THE ESEA CLIENT INDICATES YOUR UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE POTENTIAL
INVASIVENESS OF THE ESEA CLIENT AND ITS MONITORING, INSPECTION, AND REPORTING
FUNCTIONALITY.

For more information on data collection, use and disclosure, refer to the ESEA Privacy Policy, available at 
http://play.esea.net/index.php?s=content&d=privacy_policy.

Seems okay right? But then you read their privacy policy.

Types of Information Collected. ESEA collects information you provide to us. This may include your name, address, ZIP code,
telephone number, email address, user IDs and passwords, age and date of birth, gender, billing and transaction information,
product and service preferences and contact preferences. In certain instances, you may also submit similar information about
other people (such as when shipping products purchased on ESEA Sites).

Yeah no.

Edit: Even worse: Pixel tags, web beacons or other commonly used email analytics tools. These tools may collect information
when you open an email or click a link contained in an email.. Eye tracker not working (tobii eye 4c), i bought this just for eye
tracking purpose, goona wait for one day for developer reply, refunding after if there is no reply.. This was poo, I calibrated my
Qx7 and then the controls went out of wack once in the game, rendering it unplayable. im not interested to find user side
solutions over simple controls. Thumbs down. OMG really? The "story" made me physically sick toward the end. Imagine,
millions are dead but when single coalition soldier dies our "hero-leader" is very angry (p***ed). From that moment on the
enemy has no chance whatsoever. Our heroes are just astonished that civilians are defending their home city. This is really
academy award/kodak moment. And so on... I won't even mention nukes.
Unfortunately the ones who like the game like it because of the story and the ones who don't are just unwilling to download the
old PhysX drivers. At least that's my impression from reading few reviews.
So I only recommend the game as curiosity and because gameplay is ok.. Greed: Black Border (GBB) is a mix of Diablo style
click to move player character, Kingdoms of Amalur dungeon traps, and top-down shooter combat. The mix is both interesting
and frustrating.

GRAPHICS
The game is not processor heavy. Only 12-15% is required from an Intel i7-4770k CPU and 31-41% from an NVidia 770
running at 536 MHz. Backgrounds aren't as pretty, and aside from the frequent explosive canisters from earlier levels, there
aren't much to interact from the environment, nor it is purposeful.

SOUND
Most of the interactions (walking on different surfaces, downed enemy, broken tables, plants shot at) are paired with sound
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effects. The soundtrack isn't interesting, and I got tired from hearing the same (or similar) electronic music by the middle of the
game.

GAMEPLAY
The story is short. Enemies, gear, and environments don't have much variety. Add all that and you have what I feel like a
grinding game. Controls are also an issue, specially considering how hard it is navigating traps via point and click controls. The
control scheme is just inappropriate for this type of gameplay. Rogue style controls will feel better for the mazes and overall
gameplay. And, too bad, rogue style control is not an option in GBB.

OVERALL
I did finish the game without complaining much. I did find it weird that the player can only have one passive offensive perk and
one passive defensive perk active at a time. For $0.70, it's ok. Buy it. But increase the price and you'll have better games to play
than Greed: Black Border.. Fun game but its not worth its full price, the story is obviously really good since its the same as the
anime (if you didn't watch it i have no idea how you even ended up in this page), and the combat is really fun and addicting too/
great game that you can always go back to and just have a good time.
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